
SIRUI MULTI-FUNCTION 
PHOTO BACKPACKS

Practical, Versatile & 
Flexible Photo Backpacks

.

Photo
BackpacksWeekender

Our designers wanted a Photo Backpack that could disguise the fact that there’s expensive equipment 
inside. The stylish yet functional Weekender backpack is perfect for short trips - easily carry camera gear, 
laptop, tablet, clothing, and more!

The multi-purpose SIRUI Weekender is a photo backpack with a side opening for easy 
access to your equipment and a convenient, removable Camera Insert.

The versatile expandable top compartment is great for travellers or weekend 
shooters. When you only carry basic gear, it’s flat and compact. If you need more 
space, the upper compartment expands to hold an amazing 21 liters (1281  in3)!!
The Ergonomic Shoulder Harness System makes the backpack feel light and 
extremely comfortable even when loaded with gear!

SIRUI’s  exclusive “Air Run Ventilation System” keeps your back noticeably cooler and dryer.
Want to use the Weekender as a conventional backpack? Simply remove the Camera Insert and fold 
down the divider.
Water resistant tarpaulin on the top flap and bottom surface helps keep moisture out of the backpack.
For added peace of mind, the SIRUI Twiz-LockTM Security System prevents thieves from easily 
unzipping the backpack.

DayTripper
DayTripper is a very practical photo backpack. As the name indicates, you’ll want to use this for 
quick day trips or when you only need a small selection of gear.
It’s lightweight, flexible and convenient to use. But don’t let the size fool you! Even the 
smallest model can hold a camera with zoom and 2 lenses plus a laptop and/or tablet!
The top compartment is suitable for holding personal items, like a sweater, light jacket, 
notebooks, wallet or purse, etc.
The two side openings allow quick access to your camera gear. And the SIRUI 
Twiz-LockTM Security System helps prevent thieves from easily unzipping the 
backpack.
And we’ve included an external tripod pouch for your SIRUI tripod!
If you don’t need to carry camera equipment, you can fold down the divider and turn it into a 
conventional backpack.
Although you’re only out for the day, you want a backpack that’s comfortable to wear. Thanks 
to SIRUI’s Ergonomic Shoulder Harness System, the DayTripper feels almost like you’re not 
wearing a backpack at all! It feels light - even when filled with a camera, lenses, supplies and 
water!
And to keep you cool and dry, SIRUI’s exclusive “Air Run Ventilation System” keeps the 
backpack away from your spine and provides air circulation rarely seen on other backpacks.
The SIRUI DayTripper Photo Backpack is the perfect complement to your photo gear. It 
provides excellent protection for your camera, while making it easy to carry and conveniently 
accessible when you need it!

DayTripper Tablet

DayTripper 13”

DayTripper 15”

Weekender

Twiz-LockTM

Security 
System

Air Run 
Ventilation 
System 

• Expandable flap-top
• Patent Pending Twiz-Lock
• Tripod holder/water bottle pouch

• Removable Insert
• Single side access
• Includes Raincover

Features:

Holds up to 15” laptop, 10” tablet, FF DSLR/Mirrorless camera with 
zoom, 2 lenses including 70-200mm f2.8, accessories, clothes, jacket, 
notebooks, flashlight, shoes, snacks, etc.

• Top access for personal items
• Relatively slim profile
• Tripod holder/water bottle pouch

• Fast Dual side access
• Two Patent Pending Twiz-Locks
• Includes Raincover

Features:

DayTripper 15 holds up to 15” laptop, 10” tablet, FF DSLR/Mirrorless camera 
with zoom, 2 lenses including 70-200mm f2.8, accessories or light jacket

DayTripper 13 holds up to 13” laptop, 8” tablet, FF DSLR/Mirrorless camera 
with zoom, 2 lenses including 70-200mm f4

DayTripper Tablet holds up to 8” tablet or 11” laptop, Small DSLR or mirrorless 
camera with zoom, 2 lenses

                                          Sirui                                Dimensions                     Weight         
Product            Item #                Model #         Color                   in (mm)                        lb (kg)              MSRP       MAP      NET
Weekender          BSR1015K              SR1015K             Black           12.6 x 18.9 x 6.1 (320 x 480 x 155)           3.5 (1.59)            $ 209.95      $ 169.95    $ 111.81

DayTripper 15        BSR2015K              SR2015K             Black           12.6 x 18.9 x 7.1 (320 x 480 x 180)          2.67 (1.21)           $ 199.95      $ 159.95    $ 105.23
DayTripper 13        BSR2013K              SR2013K             Black           11.4 x 17.7 x 6.3 (290 x 450 x 160)           2.4 (1.09)           $ 189.95      $ 149.95     $ 98.65
DayTripper Tablet      BSR2011K               SR2011K             Black             9.4 x 16.5 x 4.7 (240 x 420 x 120)            1.96 (0.89)           $ 169.95      $ 129.95     $ 85.49

DayTripper

Weekender

We offer a 5% co-op / mdf program paid quarterly to qualifying dealers for maintaing MAP in print and electronic advertising, and for displaying Sirui in your store.
Sirui Products are billed at Net Terms Only. Prepaid Freight on $500+ orders. Not responsible for typographical errors.


